Next Release to Beta Site

• Scheduled for September 16th

• Will include...
  ▪ Partial translations in Finnish and Norwegian
  ▪ Functionality for setting language preference and switching between language versions
  ▪ Improvements to contributed documents, particularly the subscribe functions
  ▪ Additional policy statements from LC-PCC and British Library
  ▪ Restructuring of the Resources tab

• Final Beta Release
December Switchover

- Will focus on the switchover with minimal development or editorial work
- Beta site will become access.rdatoolkit.org
- Beta.rdatoolkit.org will go away
- Original RDA Toolkit will move to new address and remain accessible to all
- Aiming to not to break any links and preserve profile-related content (setting, bookmarks etc.)
Feedback

We still want it.

James Hennelly
jhennelly@ala.org
rdatoolkit@ala.org
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